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On Monday May 10, 2021, at approximately 1122 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation
(BCI) Special Agents Jim Mulford (SA Mulford) and Andrew Russell (SA Russell) interviewed
Columbus Division of Police (CPD) Officer Andrew Howe (Officer Howe) in response to an
Officer Involved Critical Incident (OICI). The purpose of the interview was to obtain all relevant
information of the incident known or observed by this individual. Also present for the interview
was Officer Howe’s union attorney, Kate Harshman.

On April 12, 2021, an OICI occurred at Mount Carmel St. Ann's Hospital in Westerville, OH. An
altercation happened between Miles Jackson (Jackson) and officers from the Columbus Division
of Police, Westerville Police, and St. Ann's Security Department. Jackson died as a result of
gunshot wounds from this incident.

This interview was audio recorded, and a copy of the recording was saved electronically within
the case file. Please refer to the recording for specific quotes. The following is a summation of
the interview.

Prior to beginning the interview, SA Mulford provided Officer Howe with a BCI "Criminal
Investigation Notification” form. SA Mulford advised BCI was conducting a criminal investigation
separate from any internal investigation that CPD may be conducting. Officer Howe was told his
interview was voluntary and that he could stop answering questions at any time. Officer Howe
verbally confirmed he understood the contents of the form and signed the document further
acknowledging his understanding. A copy of the signed Criminal Investigation Notification
(CIN) is attached to this report.

Attorney Kate Harshman provided SA Mulford with a written statement from Officer Howe
regarding the OICI. Agent Mulford reviewed the statement upon receipt. Furthermore, SA
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Mulford provided a printed scene sketch of the OICI scene to reference throughout the
interview. Officer Howe signed his statement provided to BCI, and he verified the statement
was a true and accurate depiction of the OICI incident. Please refer to Officer Howe’s statement
for further details. A copy of the signed written statement and the sketch was saved within the
case file and is attached to this report.

SA Mulford asked Officer Howe a few follow up questions and had him confirm where he
fired his weapon based on the printed scene sketch. Officer Howe’s answers appeared to be
consistent with his written statement.

Officer Howe confirmed he and CPD Officer Ryan Krichbaum (Officer Krichbaum) were
dispatched to the hospital to take custody of Jackson from Westerville police officers. He
stated he assumed WPD initially patted down Jackson to check for weapons. Officer Howe
stated Jackson was compliant throughout the day until they attempted to search him prior to
transport. At that time, Officer Krichbaum found what was believed to be a handgun hidden
in Jackson’s underwear. Jackson failed to comply with their verbal commands leading to an
altercation and ultimately a shooting. Officer Krichbaum used hand strikes and a drive-stun
taser technique that were both in effective in obtaining compliance from Jackson.

Officer Howe wrote in his statement, “The suspect was pressed against the bed on his stomach
and I tried to grab his right arm. The suspect had his right hand in his pants, I believe on the
gun. At that point, the suspect began to struggle. We told him to let go and to put his hands
behind his back. He yelled that we were grabbing at his private area and to stop it. He would not
comply. During the struggle, I could feel his hand on the weapon, and attempted to keep him
from pulling out his right arm, which was underneath him. He kept his hand on his weapon,
would not remove his hand from his weapon, or put his hands behind his back. I reached for my
taser, but saw that Officer Krichbaum already had his in his hand. I continued to try to keep the
suspect’s right arm, which was still holding the weapon, still. Officer Krichbaum drive-stunned
the suspect in the back area several times with his taser. I am unsure of how many times, but
I know I was stunned at least once either through my continued contact with the suspect or
because I was too close to the taser. The suspect continued to struggle. We all fell to the floor
and a shot was fired. Neither Officer Krichbaum nor I had our weapons drawn at this point.
Once the shot went off, I pulled my weapon and as I got up off the floor, I fired at least once. I
could see Officer Krichbaum place distance between the suspect and himself as he backed out
of the door. My gun jammed when I fired. I retreated to the opposite comer (furthest comer
from the door to the left of the doorway), as I attempted to clear my gun. I had to drop my
magazine and reload another. At this point, I did not fire any more at the suspect. The suspect
was on the ground, opposite corner (corner closest and to the right of the door), diagonal from
me. I did not have a full view of him because the bed in the middle of the room was between
us. The suspect was facing away from me on his right side with his feet towards the door.”

Officer Howe also wrote, “I could hear officers talk about tasing the suspect. Eventually, I heard
the taser pop and saw the taser wires come towards the suspect. I do not believe I saw the wires
hit the suspect, though I heard the taser fire. Very closely thereafter, I heard another gunshot.
I thought I heard someone say “gun” and I fired at the suspect 1 or 2 times. I heard multiple
rounds come in and I retreated further into the comer, so I would not be hit by cross fire.”
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Officer Howe stated he did not believe he had any other reasonable alternative other than to
use deadly force to protect his fellow officers, hospital staff, and himself. He believed their lives
were in imminent danger of being severely wounded or killed as the suspect discharged his
weapon and repeatedly refused to comply with commands.

Officer Howe had no further information.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01:04-26-21 Andrew Howe Interview
Attachment # 02:Officer Andrew Howe Signed CIN Form
Attachment # 03:Officer Andrew Howe Signed Statement
Attachment # 04:Officer Andrew Howe Scene Sketch
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